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CNBC reports that Apple has hired ex-Microsoft exec and former CEO of a smart lock company to revamp Apple's home
initiatives. Hiring Jadallah is the latest .... According to a recent report from CNBC, the company has just tapped Sam Jadallah,
an ex-Microsoft executive and former CEO of a smart lock .... New Apple smart home chief was the founder and CEO of Otto,
and a former ... Apple has hired a former Microsoft executive to catch up to Amazon and ... to revamp and exert more into the
business of smart home devices.. Apple taps former Microsoft exec to lead smart home development ... Apple has hired Sam
Jadallah, one-time Microsoft executive and founder ... just hired ex-Microsoft exec Sam Jadallah to revamp its smart home
business, .... Apple hires an ex-Microsoft exec to revamp its smart home business, and catch. Ad. Apple, Homepod, Sam
Jadallah, Smart Homes, Devices, Google, Amazon, .... Apple Hires Ex-Microsoft Exec to Revamp Smart Home Business.
CNBC reports that Apple has hired ex-Microsoft exec and former CEO of a .... Huh. Makes about as much sense as hiring an
Ex-Microsoft Exec to revamp their iPhone business. Microsoft didn't/doesn't have much push in either field.. Adobe adds
Sensei powered detail enhancement to Lightroom CC for Mac, ad hoc photo sharing on iOS. Tech News TV · 3:14 .... Apple
just hired ex-Microsoft exec Sam Jadallah to revamp its smart home business, and catch up to Google and Amazon - CNBC, by
Apple .... Apple just hired ex-Microsoft exec Sam Jadallah to revamp its smart home business, and catch up to Google and
Amazon. Christina Farr.. CNBC reports that Apple has hired ex-Microsoft exec and former CEO of a smart lock company to
revamp Apple's home initiatives. Hiring .... Embed Tweet. Apple just hired ex-Microsoft exec Sam Jadallah to revamp its smart
home business, and catch up to Google and Amazon .... Hiring Jadallah is the latest signal that Apple plans to get serious about
its own efforts in the home. Recently, the company acquired a start-up called Pullstring, .... Apple just hired ex-Microsoft exec
Sam Jadallah to revamp its smart home business, and catch up to Google and Amazon #platform #data #ux .... “Sam Jadallah,
the former CEO of a smart lock company that shut down just over a year ago, has a new job: He'll be leading the home ....
CNBC reports that Apple has hired ex-Microsoft exec and former CEO of a smart lock company to revamp Apple's home
initiatives. Hiring Jadallah is the latest .... Sam Jadallah, the former CEO of a smart lock company that shut down just over a
year ago.... Apple just hired ex-Microsoft exec Sam Jadallah to revamp its smart home business, and catch up to Google and
Amazon. Apple just brought on a new leader .... Apple just brought on a new leader for its home unit. That could help the
company compete against its rivals Amazon and Google. More… This entry was posted .... CNBC reports that Apple has hired
ex-Microsoft exec and former CEO of a smart lock company to revamp Apple's home initiatives. Hiring Jadallah is.
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